
Queue up for the
BEST PERFORMACE



Stuart Franklin   Magnum Photos

Do you need to scan a variety of film 
originals in a high speed workflow?

The Flextight 949 is the ultimate scanner with a productivity that

competes with scanners far more expensive and a quality that

rivals the best, which has ever been seen from traditional drum

scanning.

The success of the Batch Feeder has encouraged us to develop

yet another device to help you with bulk scanning. In this case

scanning of mounted slides.



Bruno Barbey   Magnum Photos

Thousands of mounted slides digitized 
with very little effort and in prepress quality

Many companies and institutions are having thousands 

of mounted slides in stock which it would be very time 

consuming and costly to digitize. Furthermore the solutions

known so far are inadeqaute regarding the quality.

Imacon has developed this device to ensure that scanning

of huge amounts of mounted slides can be done with very

little effort and at a quality, which is superior to what have

been marketed so far.

Mount 50 slides, in any kind of frame, decide which file size

you want and press the scan 3F button. The scanner will

scan the 50 mounted slides without any need for further

interruption from the operator. The high-resolution files,

generated from this process, can be accessed anytime

afterwards for preparation to final output like book print.

This is done by, opening the files in FlexColor and utilize

the many benefits in there or by opening the files in

Photoshop and do the final preparation there.



Technical specifications

Scanner footprint with feeder: 36x42 cm 36x42 cm

Weight:                       3,1 kg 3,1 kg

Maximum batch:                Up to 60 50

Type of originals:                 All transparency formats Any kind of 35 mm mounted slide
that Flexholders cover

Software:                    FlexColor 3.2 or later FlexColor 3.7 or later

Max. resolution:              Up to 8000 ppi Up to 8000 ppi 

Scanning speed:               50 35mm singlefilm 50 slides scanned in 50 Mb
(in 5 x 35 mm holders) 3F format takes app. 65 min
scanned as 50 Mb 3F format 
takes app. 60 min

Hardware connectivity:                    Flextight 848 and 949 FlexColor 949
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